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:During the Fal1 semester· of the school
1
'' year, 
·1923-24, in the Phoenix Unioi:i High School, Phoenix, 
Arizona, some three hundred and eighteen p~pils failed 
in one or more subjects. During the same time, about 
) 
( 
. four hundred eleven other pupils in the same school 
made the highest grade, "A", in one or· more subjects. 
The e·nr9llment in the high school at' that time was 1689. 
This state of affairs, together with the fact 
that the writer· w'as looking for' a research pro-bl em, 
rig.ht then, was the begi!µling ci'f this study. 
The pro,blem can be state~. simply •. 
"Why did these three hundred members o:f the 
student body fail, while four hundred of ·their class-
mates were doing excellent wo.rk? tt 
The general plan of this study is to compare 
these two gro.ups of pupils, the "A" or excellent group 
with the "F" or failing ~roup, in a large number.· of ways,. 
v1hich will be explained in detail, later,. 
The two tables on the fol.lo·wing page shovr the 
--
number of failures o-r ' the number of A'.1 - made· by each 
pupil., and also the distribution of the A and the F-
pupils among the .four· grades of the high schoo1. 
2 
Table I 
PUPILS FAILING IN ONE_ OR MORE SUBJECTS 
Number' of subjects Pupils Percent 
Grade One mwo Three Four· Tota1 ·- in class failing 
12th 12 3 1 1 17 287 5.9% 
11th 43 '16 1 0 60 385 15.5% 
10th 68 29 10 0 107 435 24.6% 
2th 88 24 10 2 124 S82 22.0~ 
Totals 212 82 22 3 318 1689 18~8% 
_ The above table is read: Twelve 12th-grade 
pupils failed in one subject; three fa~led in tvro 
subjects; one failed in three subject-a, etg. 
Table II 
PUPILS MAKING ~ GRADE OF ''A" IN ONE OR MORE SUBJECTS 
"A" grades made by each pupil 
Total Pupils 



































The above table is read: Seventy 12th-grade 
pupils made a grade of "A" in one subject; twenty-two 
made a grade of "A" in two subjects; fourteen made 
a grade of "A" in three subjects, etc. 
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OTHER STUDIES IN ·rHIS FIELD 
High school failures have been studied from 
.many points of view. A very elaborate statistical. study 
of the high school records of failing pupils was 
made in 1919 by Dr. F. P. 'Obrien, n:o.w . with the Bureau 
of School Service, School of Education, University of 
Kansas. The remarkable results of a statistical study 
of such impersonal data as school. reco,rds, some of 
them twelve years old" made a lasting impression 
upon the writer. It was decided immediately that 
this would be something of a statistical study. 
At this point, reference should be made to 
2 another statistical study, which, although it did not 
deal with the question of failurest made an even 
greater· impression upon the writer. This was 
Dr·. Lotus D. Coffman's dissertation for the Ph.D., en-
titled "Social Composition of the Teaching Population". 
Such statistical studies reveal hidden con-
l 
ditions in a truly marvelous manner. The social, 
economic, and sociological aspects of the present study . 
are the direct resul..ts of reading Dr. Coffman's thesis. 
l. Obrien, F. P. "The High School Failures" Teachers 
College, Columbia University Contributions to 
Education, No! 102. 1919. 
2. Coffman, Lotus Del ta, · "Social Composition of the 
Teaching Popuuation" ~ Teachers College, 
Columbia University Contributions to· Education 
No;. 41. 1911. 
4 
'These two studies gave the writer more ideas 
and inspiration than .all of the other works consulted. 
3 In an early study, Book, in 1904, found what 
he called school causes to be largely responsible for 
pupils dropping out of school. Schoa:l causes were 
followeg{closely by economic factors, while individual 
factors were found to· be relatively less important. · 
·.. . 4 . ' 
In a later· study, Job.nson, found. that there 
' . . - . 
was a m~rked tendency ·ta eliminate pupils of lO"ff class 
standing in all subjects, during all four years, and 
with both sexes. He found closer correlation between 
a pupil's standing in ~nglish and elimination, than 
between elimination and any other high school subject. 
5 Jackson found that pupils and teachers give 
a wide variety of reasons for failure. These he divided 
into two groups: personal and institutional. The former 
group concerned the pupil and the teache·r persdmally ~ 
while the latter group .dealt with the home and the school. 
3. Book, W. F. "Why Pupils Drop out of High School", 
Pedigogical Seminary, 1904, yo1. XI~ Page 204. 
4. Johnson, G. R." "Quall tative Elimination i~ High 
Schools", School Review, 1910, Vol. XVIII, 
~age 68Q. 
5. Jackson, F. J. ·"causes of Failure in Hi°gh School" 
Pennsylvania School Journal, Jan._ 1924. 
Vol. LXXII, No:. 5, Page 281. 
5 
6 A study of college failures, by Bond ,. showed 
mental habits, interests.,, preparation, mentality,. 
health,. personal! ty,. and attendance to be factors of . 
importance, and to rank in the order named. 
Ode117 found small correlation between 
attendance and achievement among high school pupils 
alsoo 
These and otherinvestigatioris were studied,, 
not so much to avoid duplicating some one else's work, 
but, with a view to getting suggestions concerning 
method and technique. The work undertaken here was a 
search for local facts, and . could not·, be a duplication 
since these facts had never been gathered. Other 
conditions might be similar·, and the causes of failure 
might be the same, in general., but the local facts 
had to. be gathered and tabulated before local conditions 
could be compared with conditions in any other place. 
6-. Bond, O~ F. "Causes of Failure in Elementary French 
and Spanish Courses at the College Level" 
School Review, April, -1924. . Page 276. 
7. Odell~ c. W. "The Effect of Attendance upon 
School Achievement", Journal of Educational 
Research, Dec. 1923 .. 
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The principal part of this study deals with 
742 questionnaires: 542 were filled out by pupils and 
200 by the parents or guardians of these pupils. 1vfore 
specifically, 327 questionnaires were filled outby 
A-pupils, . 206 by F-pupils, 136 by the parents 01f 
A-pupils, and 55 by the parents or guardians of F-pupils. 
l 
A small group of pupils failed in one subject while 
making an "A" in another subject. _Nine of these 
pupils and eight of their parents handed in question-
naires but they shovred no· considerable contrast with 
either of the other groups of pupils and were not usedo 
These questionnaires, ( s'ee pages 8 and 9): _ 
furnished data concerning ,the pupil's former schooling, 
activities, study habits, and health, as well as the 
social, economic, and sociological background o-f his 
home. 
A survey of the Phoenix Union High School had 
been made in October, 1923, unde1,.. _the direction of· the 
United States Bureau of Education. The Chairman of ·the 
Survey staff was Dr. E. E. Windes, of the Bureau of 
Education. · He was assisted by Dr. J. B. Sears, of 
Stanford University, and by Dr. A.O. Neal, of the 
University of Arizona. 
The testing for this survey was done by 
graduate students of the University of Arizona, 
Department of Education, under the direction of 
Dr. c. H. Huffacker, -Professor of Educational 
Psychology at that institution. 
7 
This survey was completed a few weeks before 
the present study was undertaken. · From the first, the 
writer had hoped that the scores niade in the standard-
ized tests used in the survey would be available for 
use in this study. As · this was doubtful until a year 
later, the questionnaires were devised and relied upon 
' ' 
to furnish the bulk of 'the data for this study; 
In November·, 1924, about 523 achievement scores 
and 366 intelligence quotients of the_ pupils included in 
this study became available. 
in Chapter-VII. 
These data are tabulated 
Copies of both the questionnaires~ as finally 
drawn up, are shovm on the next two pages. The 
originals, copies of which are included! in ·the appendix, 
were not so crowded for space,· as ,the sheets of paper-
used were larger than this one. 
Table III 
PUPIL 1S QUESTIONNAIRE. 
,• • ' I 
Name 6 · . · School Number· I SCHOOLING- - - · - - - - - - · - - - - - - -
l. Did you go to. Kindergarten? _ ._Where? __ -~ ___ _ 
2~ At what age did you enter, the first ·grade·? _ · __ _ 
3. In the spaces below, write the name of the tmm o:r · 
school in which you attended the first l§welve grades~ 
Grade Tovm or school Grg.de Town -or school 
1. - ~ 7 -2 - · - -· 8 -3 - - 9 -4 - 10 -5 - - - - . • - - ll. -- J . 
II ACTIVITIES. Underl:ine each of the following to which 
you gave any time during the first semester of this 
school year. Estimate the m.unber of mthnutes per ..
v7eek and write this sum after· each activity• 
Athletics Debate Band 
Rifle Team Annual Orchestra 
Class Officer Coyote Journal Glee Club 
Dramatics ( ·) ( ) 
Parties or Movies Dancing "Home Work" 
III STUDY HABITS Do your parents malte you study at home? 
Do your parents help you with your ·dlfficul ties? ___ · 
Have you · read the book "How to, Study _Effectively"? _ 
Have you studied thi~ little book in any class?~··--
How many brothers and sisters,or othe~ children,at home? 
Check below ( ) any phrase which seems to describe the · 
conditions under which you· study at home~ 
Alone in the room With other people in the room 
Reasonably quiet place ·Noticeably noisy place 
At a study table or desk Sitting in chair without desk 
IV HEALTH 
Do you ·wear glasses? __ Were you ev·er fl tied? ___ _ 
Does reading tire your eyes? __ Mal~e your head ache?_ 
Can you see the blackboard without difficulty? __ _ 
Are, you· taking physical training? . _ _Mill tary?· . __ _ 
Have you a Doctor's excuse from e1ther of the ·above?_ 
Did you spend ALL -of last summer in Phoenix? ___ _ 
If not ,all the summer, how many weeks did you spend 
AWAY from Phoenix? 
How far do you live-from. school? Give number of: 
City blocks ( ) or,$ if, you live ,_in country ,miles ( ) • 
Check the way you usually come to, schoo]..: . 
Walk, Streetcar, Bicycle, Auto, Motorcycle, 
Hovi many days, .this school year,"" have you missed on 
account of sickness? ____ _ 
.9 
Table IV 
RE.PORT B,OR PAREI~TS AND GUARDIANS 
(See next page for Note which appeared here on original) 
· - ~ · , ~Fa thel? ,Mother· Brother 
1. Check your relation to the pupil Si.ster·,Other :A.elative · , · Guardian · 
2. The age of your child, Yrs.~:Months ___ : Sex ____ :Grade __ __ 
3. What occupation do: you wish your child to . follow'? 
4. Ho.w many hours of the child's time is given to each of 
the f ollowin_g during the average school day? 
Home or Farrri duties ______ ~ Music _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
Worlr for pay, at home _ -~ ..;...:Work for pay, awayfroni home _ 
(Include work for board,room,lunch~clothes, besides wages) . 
~ 
, Home work on lessons __ ; Hours per WEEK at parties,dance~ 1 etc. 5. If unable to itemize below,, give total spending money __ 
How much cash · (not earned above) do you GIVE this · 
child each WEEK for: 
Lunch_: School Supplfes_:Movies_:Pocket Mo,ney__;_ 
6.Have you visited the hie;:.h s9hool this year? ____ _ 
More than once'? ______ _ 
7.How many of the childs teacher's( this year)have you met?_ 
8. What .is your occupation? (If a man) ~ ______ _ 
. , (If a woman} · 
9. What is your average yearly income(approximately) : : 
10. What was the approximate amount of taxes paid last year?_. 
11. If ~rou own or are b&iying a home,here or elsewhere,check 
here_ 
12. If you are living in rented property now,check here __ 
13. If you 'hav·e . a car, check if for business( ) ,Pleasure( ) 
14. Does this child have free use of the car? ____ Take 
it to school? · 
15. How many years have you lived in Arizona? __ _ 
16. From what state or country did you come to Arizona? 
' Yl 
17. How can the Phoenix Union High School better' serve the ' 
interests of the pupil here concerned? Feel' perfectly 
free to say exactly what you think. It is very 
valuable for us to· haVie your point of·' view, especially 
since this report is unidentified. 
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At the top of the parent's questionnaire 
appeared the fo,llowing 
NOTE. 
Do not sign or in any way identify 
this .report. No attempt will be 
made to identify it. Its chief yalue 
lies in this fact. Return it prompt-
ly, please,, either with the pupil, 
or, if you prefer, mail it to box 33, 
Phoenix Union High School, Phoenix, 
Arizona. Allow us ta, thank you in 
advance for your cooperation. 
GATHERING Tim. DATA 
From the school records the names of all 
the "A" and the "F"
1 
pupils, together with their school. 
numbers, were secured. · The two: groups of pupils were . 
I 
listed separately. It was also learned. in what study 
hall they could be found. 
Next, each pupil's number was written at 
the top of one of the questionnaires~ which were 
now kept in files, one for the A-pupils, and 
\ 
another for the F-pupils, in each of ·the study halls.· 
The questionnaires for the parents of 
F-pupils had to be marked in some way so that when 
they came back through the mail, the writer' could 
separate them from the questionnaires, which th:e 
A-pupil's pa!ents were returning. This was done in the 
mimeographing process. After running off four' hundred ' 
copies for .the parents of the A-pupils,, three short 
cuts were mad.e in the left..:.hand margin of the stencil 
with a pen-knife. This caused the next three hundred 
11 
copies to have these inconspicuous but identifying 
As a matter of fact, there W?-S a third. 
group of parents YThich the writer planned to 
study separately; those whose children made grades 
""; ... '{ 
of both "A" and "F". For these parents, questionnaires 
were marked with two additional cuts of the pen-
knife, above the title. All of these marks can be 
seen on the original questionnaire shovm in the 
appendix. 
The next task was to prepare a little bunch 
of papers to be given to each pupil included in this 
study. These papers were held together by a paper~ 
clip, and included the following: , 
1. Pupil's -questionnaire, with his 
school number on it •. · 
2. Note to the nubil, explaining 
what to do. (See next page) 
3. Parents questionnaire, with the 
proper marking as expiained above. 
4. Note to parents,. ·explaining ,the ''idea. 
5. Stamped, addressed envelope, for 
returning _the parent's questionnaire 
to the writer·' s mail . box at· the high 
school. 
On the next page the note to parents and 
guardians and the note to the pupil are given in fu11; 
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TO. PARENTS AND GUARDIANS. OF P.U~H.S. STUDENTS 
The High School is malting a 'careful 
study of the conditions which seem to· affect the 
quality of the work done· by . the pupils in schoo·l~ 
You may assist v-ery. greatly in this study ·by fill-
ing out the accompanying sheet and returning it 
promptly, either by the pupil or by mail; 
Do not sign the sheet. It has certain 
advantages in respect to freedom and frankness . 
when there is no means of identifying it~ 
TO:. THE ·STUDENT 
Both you and your· parents, as well. as 
your teachers, are interested in you doing good 
work in schoo:l. At this time a careful study is 
being made of the factors which seem to affect 
the quality of school work:~ - To help in this, 
you are asked to fill out the accompanying sheet 
very carefully and hand it back in. 
A similar sheet has been prepared for 
your parents to _ fill out. You are -asked, also, 
to talre this other sheet home, and when your 
parent or guardian has filled it out, to either· 
bring it back to school or see that is is mailed. 
With the cooperation of the Principal, 
and that of the three study-hall Supervisors, the· 
writer was now able to go to1 each study-hall, 
each hour of the day, and, ·calling the A-pupils 
and the F-pupils by ·number, give each one present 
his ovm bunch of papers. It was explained that 
it was more or less of a privilege to cooperate 
in this piece of research, since, the total 
enrollment of the school being so. large~ only a 
random sampling of about seven hundred pupils 
was to be included~ 
13 
While the absolute veracity of this last 
statement may be questioned, it served the purpose 
o}f counteracting that feeling that some one was a:Wout 
to~ measure them in a mysterious and un.welcome manner. 
From the pupils who came forward to recei v:e papers, th·e 
other pupils noticed that both good~ . and fair, as well 
as poor pupils were included in the st1;.ldy. 
In a fevr minutes,_ the novelty of the procedure 
, I 
had worn off, and those not filling questionnaires 
were busy with their worlc ·again. As soon as a pupil 
had filled his questionnaire, it was taken UP• · ·At the 
close of the period all were reminded of the import-
ance of taking the parent's questionnaires home and 
getting them back again~ 
This part of the work was a matter of asking 
for something, which the puptls might give or· refrain 
,. ~ 
from giving, according to the way they felt about it. 
·considerable attention vras given to the matter of 
getting them to feel right about it, as well as to'. 
make it easy for 'them to do what was wanted. The 
cooperation secured from both pupils and parents 
amply repaid the efforts · that were made. 
A check-up showed that many pupils,. especially 
F-pupils had not been reached.,. either because or · 
absence, or because they had no study-hall. 
14 
Permission was next obtained from the Principal 
to reach the remaining pupils through their· English 
classes. Every pupil in the high school is enroll-
ed in one or more English classes. Q,uestionnair~s 
bearing the school number _ of each A-pupil and of each 
F-pupil in every English class were given to the ) 
English ·-teachers, who were asked to have them filled: 
out and returned, as had been done in the study halls 
ea:r::lier in 'th.e ·same week. Each of these pupils vms 
also given a _parent's questionnaire, note to parents, 
and stamped envelope to take home. The number of . 
questionnaires returned is shovm in- the · tables below. 
Table V 
PUI)IL' S QUESTIONNAIRES RETUHNEIJ 
Punils who Pupils 
Group Returned Left School Unaccounted for Total 
A-pupils 
Cases 327 37 ·_ 28 
Percent 92 9 • .4 7.2 
~92 
F-pupils 206 . BO 13 299 
Cases 
Percent 94 . 27.7 4.5 
·,Both-F-and-A-pupils 
Cases 9 4 6. 19 
Percent 60 21 31 
Totals 542 121 46 710 
Percent 92 17 6.7 
Table VI 
PARENT'S QUESTIONNAIRES_ RETURNED 
Number Number Percent 
Groun Sent out Returned Returned 
A-parents 327 136 42~1% 
F-parents 206 56: . 26.6% 
Both-F-and-
A-parents 2 8 881:8~ 
Totals 542 200 36.7 
Over 90% of each group of pupils, who 
·were still in school when these data were gathered, 
filled out questionnaires·. Special efforts were 
made to .sec'qre as many of the F-pupils as possible. 
There were fewer of them, and they were harder to 
locate, due to irregular schedules, absence, and. 
perhaps to other reasons. Ninety-four percent were 
obtained:. 
Since a 50% return on questionnaires 
which are mailed is regarded as a good return, the 
returns obtained from the parents here are regarded 
as satistactory. 
ME'I11iUlJ OF HANDLING THE DATA 
The general method of comparing the two 
groups of pupils in this study was to determine the 
percent of each group reporting a certain activity or 
state of affairs and then com.pare these percents. 
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.It was soon discovered that, when the whole 
of one group was compared with the other group, as a 
whole, little contr~st would be shown. 
The A-pupils were then separated into~ two; 
parts: the Multiple-A group, including those pupils 
who made a ·grade of "A" .. in two or more subjects, and 
the One-A group, which included.those pupils who 
made a· grade of "A" in only one ,subject. This dis-
tinction indicates a real difference. in scholarship. 
' ' 
Similarly, the F-pupils were di~idedl into 
a :Mul tipl"e".'9F group and a One-F group. These two: 
groups .alsoi differed markedly in scholarship. 
'm.le.se.e.fo:ur groups could now be arranged in 









When the percents of . the above four groups 
taking part in any activity were arranged in t~is manner, 
there was nearly always a ' contrast between the extreme 
- ( 
scholarship groups, which could riot be seen bE3fore the 
marginal one·-A a.nd one-F pupils had been ta.ken out. 
The reasoning here is that, if any factor, say 
distance from school, should be closely rel a tea: to· 
scholarship, then, this factor should vary as .the 
quality of scholarship varies. This-variation might be 
_) 17 
either' direct or inverse, dependiIJ.g upon the nature of 
its relationship to the quality of scholarship. For 
example, the number of hours pe~ week of home --work on 
lessons would normally be expected to vary directly with 
the quality of scholarship. The number of hours per-
week of work for pay away from home, would normally be 
expected to, bear an inverse relationship to the quality 
of a pupil's scholarship. 
Chapter II 
SCHOOLUtG 
The first section of the pupil'· s question-
naire deals with his former· schooling. The returns 
from this part of the questionnaire are tabulatedl 
and summarized in the fo·llovring chapter. 
. •, 
When the two groups of pupil.a were compared 
as to .the percent of each attending Kin~ergart~n, the 
following data, were · obtained. 
Percent 
Table VII 
:PUPILS .ATTENDING KINDERGARTEN 
A-pupils 






These data do not show much of a contrast 
between the two groups of pupils we are comparing. 
\ 
/About one-third. o,f each group had the advantage of 
Kindergarten training~ 
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If, howev·er·, the marginal pupils, i.e. those 
with only one A or one F,, ·are eliminated .and the stud.y 
confined to th_ose pupils who- made two· or more A's in the 
one case, or two or more .·F '-s in the other,.. the following 
percents are found~ 
_Mul ti]2le:=:A nup.11 s_ Myltip1e-F_pu~il..§ 
Percent - - · - 38. 7 · 25.7 · 
Nil.m]2er_of_cases_ _50Ll2.2 _ _ _ _ _18L70 _ _ 
These data show gre_ater' contrast between the 
more successful and the more .definitely failing pupils. 
In this case the tendency fo 1r A-pupils to ·have, and fo-r 
F-pupils to lack, the advan~ages o·f Kindergarten train-
ing is . clearly sho1wn. This suggests a certain degree of 
_relationship between good scholarship and Kindergarten 
attendance. 
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'?able VIII . 
AGE WHEN ENTERING THE FIRST GRADE 
(-
. ALL A-PUPILS ALL F-PUPILS 
AGE C&SES PERCENT PERCENT 'CASES AGE 
• • 
5 Yea;rs 29 9.6' 11.9 23 . 5 Years 
6 ti . 153 51.0 48.4 93 . 6 " 7 " 94 31.3 30.5 59 7 ti 8 If 20 6.6 6.7 13· 8 " 
2 o,r · over· 4 1.2 2.0 4· 2· or . over· 
Totals 300 192 
Below, the· same· data are grouped to show the 
percent of each group entering the first grade above 
and below the normal age of six years. 
Age 
5 or' 6 Years 






The above comparisons show that the two groups 
·are almost exactly alike in respect to, age when entering 
the first grade. Handling the data in this way does not 
bring out some real differences, as will. now be shown. 
When the marginal one-A and one-F pupils are 
disregarded, and the extreme groups af multiple-A and 
multiple-F pupils are compared, they show greater 
contrasth. This ·is shown in the next table. 
Table IX 
AGE .WHEN .ENTERING THE .FIRST GRADE 
.. 'Multiple-A Pupils Mul tiple-F Pupils' 
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.Age Oases Percent Percent Oases Age 
5 Years 14 11.7 • 19.3 12 5 Years . . 
6 It 59 49.5 35.4 22 6 " 7 ff ·34 28.5 33.8 21. 7 " 8 tt ' 12 io.o .c 6.4 4 , 8 " . 
9 01!'' ,9 Or· 
ov·er 0 o. 4!8 2 O'ver 
Totals 119 62 
Grouping the above data with the normal age of 
,! 
six years as the- dividing point, we have: 
A-J.JY~ils ~l2llli 
Age 5 or6 years 61.2% • 54.7% 
Over age six • 38.5% • . 45.0% 
At this point the two groups of pupils show 
a small but interesting diff~rence.: The quality or· 
characteristic we are trying to: measure, i.e. scholar-
ship, varies continuously and consistently as we pass 
from the extremely g~od pupils through the marginal 
cases to the v·er!'y poor pupils in the other group. The 
above _data indicate a tendency for early entrance to 
the first grad.a · to increase among the better· pupils. 
'While this contrast may not impress the reader 
as being very important, in itself, as this study pro·-
gresses, the cUIIll!liJlat1ve effect.of many smal.l dmfferences 
may help to account for the fact that one group of pupils 





Data from another source' tend to corro·bo:rate 
the suggestion that the failing _pup1ls get a later· start 
in school. Answers to question two, on the parent's 
/" questionnaire giv·e tJ:J.e following comparison. There 
were fifty...:rour f\eturns from the parents of F-pupils, 
all : of which are tabula-ted.. For the purpose of com-
parison, an equal number· of cases were taken at random 
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The number of cases in the abov-e table is 
sho"tivn below. 
Grade 9th - ~ 10th 11th 12th 
F-Pupils 20 14 14' 6 
A-Pu:gils 18. 8 15 12 




CHANGES IN SCHOOL SYSTEM.S 
Phoenix is both a health and a winter· resort~ 
As a result, there is a great ,dea1 of moving on the part· 
of families and many changes in school systems for the 
children. It was thought that this might be a factor in 
school success, and that a study ·of it might throw some 
li~t upon the problem o:f school failures. These d:ata 
were 6bta1ned from answe.rs to question three ·on the 
pupil 1 s questionnaire. ·The local unit includes all o:f 
the union high school districts. Attendance at any other 
place, even the nearest town,: was considered the basis 
(' ' 
for· counting a change in school systems~ A pupil who 
began school in ·Phoenix,. moved away _tai a new system, 
and back again to Phoenix, was credited with two changes. 
It will be noted that the number of changes is 
not the same as the number of school systems in which 
the child: has worked, but is _usually one less~ 
. Table XI 
CHANGES IN_ SCHOOL SYSTEMS 
Group Number· of changes 
0 l . . .. -2 2 4 ·{Over· 4i Totai 
Multiple-A 41 32 20 1.8 12 6 129 
One-A 73 .56 27 21 17 7 201 
One-F' 43 30 23 22 5 12 135. 
Muitinle-F 21 17 4 5 4 2 64 
-Total. cases 188 135 74 66 38 28 529 
Percents 35.5 25.5 14.0 12.4 7.1 5.3 
·The above table is read: 188 pupil.a·,,· or 35.5% 
reported no, changes in school systems; 135 pupils or 
23 
25.5% have changed once; 74 pupils, or· 14% have changed 
twice~ etc. The last table gives one the gross facts 
concerning the entire group of 529 pupils who: reported 
on this question. 
data tell one that-
Arranged in another way~ the above 
35~ 5% have never changed school sr,rstems 
64. 3% ha'V'e. changed syst~ms one · or more times 
39.0% II " ti two · II II " 
25.0% " " II three II " " 
1- 4at :;. ;o II II " four II " fl 
5.3% It ft ' " five " " tt 
The above data deal with one mixed group in-
~ 
eluding both A and ·F-pupils. It will be , interesting, 
next, to see· how the amount of changing varies among 
the four scholarship groups, i. e. 
The very .good . group, called :Multlple-A 
The marginal good group, called One-A .' 
The marginal poor group, called One-F 
The very poor group, -called Mul tiple-F 
If changin~ school systems is a facto·r ' in 
the scholarship of these pupils, then the amount of 
changing should vary continuously and consistently 
as one passes through the distinct scholarship groups 
above. Certainly there should be a contrast between 
j_ 
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the extreme groups • . The facts are shovm in tabulated -
form in the next table. 
Group 
Table XII 
. - , 
CHANGES · IN SCHOOL SYSTEMS BY PERCENTS 
Number· of changes -
0 1 2 3 
Total. 
4 {Over 4~ Cases 





34,5 26~6 · 14.2 11~8 8,7 3.9 · 
36.3 27.8 --- 13.4 10.4 8.4 3.4 
31.8 22.2· 17.0 16.3 3.7 8.8 
37 .1 '· 23.6 
Multinle-F 48.4 26.5 
13.5 13.5 4.5 7.5 






The above table . should be read: Of the · 
- i~ul tiple-A pupils, 3i.8%, have never. changed systems, 
. 24.8%-\have ·changed school systems once, 15. 5% have 
changed twice, etc • . When all of the A-pupils are 
·combined. into one group, and all of the F-pupils 
\ 
into another group, and these two groups are insertedl 
into the above table, as they have been in red inlt, 
I 
thE?re are actually six scholarship groups arranged in 
. descending order~ This mixing -of the extremes with the 
marginal cases produces a tpird ·group, the quality or 
whose· scholarship is different than that of either of 
the f irs;t two. groups. 
The above table shows that nearly half of 
the Multiple-F pupils are from the local district, while 
·only about one-third of the Multiple-A pupils are local .. 
·These two facts might lead to the hasty c9n-
clusion. that the .loca1 school system was inferior· in 
its standards. ·, As a matter· of fact, the scores made 
·" 
by the local childre·n in the standardized tests used 
in the survey are a little a'}Jove the ~verage. These 
· < tests included the Stanford Achievement Test for 9th 
grade -pupils and the Iowa Entrance Examination for 
12th grade pupils. These seniors took this test in 
Octobe!'·, and made better than average scores, in 
spite of the fact that they·"were tested. at ·a time 
nearer the beginning, than the end,, of their last 
year in high school. 
One must look farther .for the ··facts. ( The 
writer's explanation of the above data, is, that the 
process of changing school systems has a tendency to, 
. eliminate the weaker students. Only the stronger 
ones survive. For them, moving from p;Lace to place 
25 
is not a fatal handicap. They overcome it. In the 
local school population, however,, the poor students 
keep on coming to school because there is nothing else 
for them to do. If they do~t make the elementary 
grades in eight years, _pure ine~t~a keeps them there 
for nine or ten. To the personal knowledge of many 
teachers, this state ef affairs is also· true in high 
schools. Many succeed in graduating with the aid of 
26 
summer scl:tool or even of a fifth year in high school~ 
The table below has the same facts aritanged to 
-
present another poin~ of view. 
Table XIII 





















2 3 4 ~Over 4) 
27.0 27.2 31.5 21.4 
63.4 59.0 76.2 46.4_ 
36.4 31.8 44.7 25.0 
31.0 33.3 13.l 1~2.8 
36.4 40.8 23.6 53.5 
5.4 7.5 10.5 10.7 










The above table is read: of the lBB pupils 
who have never· changed school systems, 21.8% ·are in 
the Multiple-A group, (in red) 60.7°/o are in the A-group, 
38.9% are in the One-A group, 22.8% are in the one-F 
group, ·etc. Similarly for pupils who reported!. one or, 
more changes in school systems. 
This table, like the. one before it, shows that 
the local, pupils have a smaller· percent of their number· 
in the higher.scholarship groups, and a correspondlingly 
larger· percent 1n the lower scholarship groups. , 
However, the suggestion of inferiority is not 
~- ,. 
suppo·rted by the findings _ of the high schooi survey. 
The following data, taken from the parent's 
, questionnaire, item. number 15, throw some light upon 
the question of. how much scholarship is affected by 
moving~ 
Table XIV 
NUMBER OF YEARS IN ARIZONA 
Parents of Parents 
Years A-nul)il§ F-12uDils 
1 to 5 29.7%. 24.5%. 
6. to 10 • • 22.3% • • • 14.07b 11 to 15 12;7%_ 31.5% 
16 to 20 14.3% 0 5·t • ·- • • • 1 • /o 21 to 30 12.7% 1.0% 
31 to 40 • 6.0% • • • 8.7% Over 40 · 2.0~ :2.5~ 
Total cases 139 57 
Measures of ~entral tendency 
of 













The above data may be grouped in another manner, 
Years 
5 years or less 
Over five years 
Over ten years 
Over 15 years 
· Over 20 years . 
Over 30 years 
Over 40 years 
A-parents ' 















Parents who have lived in Arizona for ten 
years or over, have done little moving since their· 
28 
children started to school. These data, however, do' 
\ 
not take account of the number· of times· families have ·· 
moved from one place to· another within the state. 
On the other hand, parents who have lived in 
Arizona for less than ten years, and who have children 
in the high sc!iool, are pretty certain to have moved to 
Arizona since their children , entered school.. 
These data do not prove anything; they merely 
tend to supplement the suggestion, gathered from otheF' 
data, that the higher scholarship groups include a high-
er percent of pupils from families that have moved: during 
the child's school career. 
SUMMARY ,QF_ CHAPTER II 
·. ~In all summaries of chapters, a-..:ddll!I the final) 
concll:lsion, only the Multiple-A group and the) 
Multiple-F group are contrasted. . ) 
Thirty-eight percent of the A~pupils and 25/b 
of the F-pupils reported: . Kindergarten training~ 
Sixty-one percent of the ·A-pupils and 54% o-f 
the F-pupils entered the f~rst grade at the normal age ' 
of six years or younger. 
At the time these data were obtained the median . 
F-pupil was nine months oldel?' than the median' A-pupil in 
the same grade; 
_; ; 
Pupils who have never changed school. systems, 
1. e. have always been in .' the local system, furnish 32% 
of the Multiple-A pupils and 48% of the Multiple-F pupils. 
Chapter' III 
ACTIVITIES 
The second section of the pupil's question-
naire deals with his act1Yi ties. The returns from . 
this _part o·r the questionnaire are tabulated and 
-'summarized in the ·-following ahapter.;: 
Item number 4 on the parent•s questionnaiFe 
-
also deals wit4 the· pupil's activities; These data 











•' : : : 
Cases % : Cases % :cases crl • C · lo • ases 
• • 
32 24.5: 32 16.o: . 8 3.7 2 
• . " 
School paper· 




"HOME WORK 11 114 88.3: 158 79.0: 101 74.9: 44 70.0 









40. 5: . 42 31.1: 20 











23 17.8: 19 . 
• l 




10 7.5: . 6 . . • 




MISCELLANEOUS 6:. 4.6: 3 l. 5: 0 O. 0 O. . . . . . ' 
BLANK - · _ 5 _ 3 • .8 :_ 'i6 __ 8~0;.t _2.Q; .l4;_9_;_ lO __ 15 • .2 _ 
Multiple-A: One-A· One-F : Multiple-F 
To.tal cases 129 200 135 63 ( 527) 
The ' above table is read: Of the,_ Multiple-A 
pupils, 24.8% took part insome literary activity; 18.5% 
were class officers; 88.3% reported ~'home work" on lessons; 
33.3% took part in athletics, etc. Similarl..y, of the 
' . 
One-A pupils, 16% took part in some 11 terary acti V:i ty'; 




PERCENT OF EACH GROUP TAKING PART .IN SCHOOL ACTIVITIES 
. - -.-. - . . --) . - · ----
Group Multiple-A. One;.. A One-F !v!ul.tiple-F 
Activit:l Percents 
LITEMRY 4.5.l 45 .• JL 7.0 2.8· 
'-
CLASS OF.ltICER 47.8 43.5 ,..., 8.7 . o. 
"HOME WORK" 27.3 38~0 24.2 10.5 
ATHLETICS 23.l 43.7 - 22. 5 10.7 
AMUSEMENTS ~5.1 42.6 23.9 8.4 
c 
MUSIC 39.8 32.7 17.2 10.3 
:MISCELLANEOUS 66~.6 33.3 o. o. 
BLANK · 218 . 21.2 22.2 l2 • 
. . 
Group percents 24.4 38.i 25~6 11.9 
The above table is read: Of all the pupils · 
reporting literary activities~ 45.1% ~1ere from the 
Mul tiple~A group; . 45~ 1% from the One-A gro~p; 7% fr~m 
the One-F group amd 2.8% :f'rom the Multiple-F group. 
Similarly, for each o~ the other activities~ 
' ' 
The comparison of the four groups o' pupils 
in the two tables above, indicates that the better 
pupils truce part in these school activities more freely 
than the poorer pupils. Both tables indicate that 
they give more . time to amuserp.ents also. p·articipation 
in parties, dances, and movies may depend upon the 
economic background of the family. . It is also true that, 
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in niany of the wealthier families, the parents insist 
upon "home work" in the ev-enings and amusements only 
,..,) 
on week-ends; 
Three-fourths of those who play in the band 
or orchestra, - or sing in the glee ' clubs, are A-pupils. 
Here again, . the economic factor may be the dediding one. 
Sine;ing lessons and band instruments -are expens~v-e, and 
leisure time fo_r practice depends somewhat upon the 
income of the family; 
The class officers~ whom ~the pupils elect~ 
come almost exclusively- from · the A-group. The two 
I 
exceptions were popular athletes. 
Good grades in English are required'. of all 
who work upon the staff 'of the school paper. This may 
explain why 90% of those reporting literaryactivities 
.are A-pupils. 
These data . ·were gathered before supervised 
study was introduced. Home work on lessons is repo·rt-
ed by 27% of the A-pupils and by 10% of the F-pupils. \ 
Activities do not seem · to be to blame for 
poor work _in school. It may be that the A-pupils 
hav-e more energy and drive than their less scholar~ . 
ly classmates. The economic status of the families 
concerned, undoubtedly, affects the pupil's participa-
tion in activities; 
Item , number 4 of the parent's questionnaire 
gives some additional.. data on the. subject of student 
activities. These data are tabulated beJlow; 
Table XVII 
HOME WOPJ{ ON _'LESSOl'liS 
Hours:ger dai A-Punils F-Puu;LJ:s 
0.1 to· 0.9 7 3 
1.0 " 1.9 24 10 
2.0 " 2.9 36 ) 9 3.0 " 3.9 17 2 4.o " 4.9 7 l 
5.0 " 5.9 2~ l 6 or over 2 
Totals ~-' 123 35 
Measures of central .tendency 
A-nuuils F-puuils. 
·Q-1 1.9 Hrs. 1.5 Hrs. 
Median 2.8 ti 2.5 II 
Mean 2.5· '' 2.1 II Q-3 .. 5.9 " 6.o ti 
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The l'arge number of cases reporting six or 
more hours of home work per day .needs some explanation. 
I 
·One can see that the i tern "hours per VlEEK" ,on the parent's 
questionnaire, follows so closely after the space where 
·" home work · on lessons" was to be recorded, that many 
undoubtedly . recorded the· hours per week, instead of 
the number of hours per day. For this reason, in com-
puting the mean1 these answers were arbitrarily 
counted as two1 hours per day~ 
Table ·XVIII 
HOURS_ PER DAY ON HOME OR FARM: DUTIES 
Hours :ger daI A-~pils 
0.1 to 0.9 19 ~)' 
1.0 " 1.9 . 28 2.0 ft 2.9 30 
3.0 " 3.9 4 4.o " 4.9 . 5 5 or over· o . 
Totals 86 









· 2. 6 II 
F-Pupils 
l.O Hrs. 1.7 ·. fl 
.1.8 ti 










Percent who work 
Percent who do not work 
Blank questionnaires 
Miscellaneous answers 








In computing the mean,, miscellaneous answers , · 
·such as, "y· e.s" "a' few" "as necessary" 'etc were , ' . . 
arbitrarily counted as one hour per :day •. In this case 
( 
again, the parents of A.;..pupils were m_ore careful in 
filling out \the reports, judging from the nuniber of 
blank questionnaires. 
It 1s clear that a larger percent of the 
- ~I 
F-pupils have home or farm duties.- But in "regard to 
the amount o·f work per person who does wo·rlr,. there is 
little difference b~,tween A and F-pupils: · These data 
are similar to those on -the subject of parties an~ 
34 
dances; , while a larger percent of the A.;.pupils 
participate in these amusements, the actual participants 
of both .groups spend about .. equa:r_
1
amounts-; of time at it. 
Table XIX 

















ANSW=ER~~~~~~~~~-A--~P-1~1p~il~B~~~~~~~-F~-~Pl--:· 11 p~1-1Ji.~s 
Yea 15.6% · - 34.0% 
No 47.1%. - , 37.5% 
Blank renorts 37.3% - 28.5% 
Quantitative reports 12 3 
Total cases JL42 56 
While quantitative answers were asked fo•r ', 
-they were g~v-en in such small numbers that a quantitative 
comp~rison was impossible. 
The first .table,above,shows .the two groups 
of pupils to, be working fo~· pay, at home, in about 
equal percentages. -This would be expected because of 
the equality shown in the table,. "Hours p~r day ion Home 
or Farm Dut,ies ",· on page 33~ 
In the more definitely economic matter of 
' -work for pay, away from home~ · the two groups show a 
marked diff ernnce. This is twice as common among the 
lF-Pupils as it is among ,the the A-pupils·; 
Tabl..e XXI 
HOURS PER WEEK_ S.PENT. AT PARTIES AND. DANCES 
. ~ 
Hours J2er' week A-Pu:gil·s 
0.1 to 0.9 4 
~ 1.0 It . 1.9 6 
2.0 "" 2.9 11 
3.0 " 3.9 19 4.o " 4.9 7 5.0 " 5.9 3 6.o ft rt. 9' 6 ... 
8.0 " 9.9 5 lO O'r over· 1 
Total cases . 62 











Percent who participate 
Percent not participating 
Blank questionnaires 
Miscellaneous answers 

























The miscellaneous answers were "f'ewn, 
"seldom", etc. In computing the mean they were 
arbitrarily given the weight of one hour per- week. 
From these data, it appears that a somewhat 
larger· percent of the A-pupils attend parties and dances~ 
The members of .both groups, who do attend these affairs, 
spend about equal amounts of time per week on them, i.e. 
three and one half hours. A ·possible explanation of 
this equality is, that members of both groups run together 
r' . 
) 
and attend the same functions throughout the school _ year·~ 
, -
To. the extent that the pupils do this$ the amounts of 
time spent by both groups will tend to be the ·same. 
Table XXII 
HOURS PER DAY S.PENT; ON_ lJLUSIC 
Hours per day 
O.l to 0.9 
1.0 " 1.9 
2.0 ti 2.9 








Percent reporting music 38'.2 
Percent reporting no music 21~8 
Blanlc questionnaires 40.0 
Miscellaneous answers 4 






1.0 Hrs. · 
1.6. " 
1~3 ti 

















Miscellaneous reports were not quantitative 
but all. in-dicatecl some time given to music; examples, 
"yes", "spare time 11 , "desultory practicing"~· "as much 
as she wants to."~ and "two lessons a week"., In com_. 
puting the mean they were each counted, arbinrarily, 
as one hour per day~ 
A comparison oif the two, groups of pupils at 
this point shows that more members of the A-group: give 
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time to, musie·:, al though the members of both groups~ who, 
participate, spend approximately equal amounts of time 
upon music. ' ~ ' These are rough measures of perhaps rougher 
e·stimates, but as far- as they are accurate, they indicate 
equality, and that serves . the purpose of this inquiry; 
SUMMARY OF. CHAPTER III 
' ' 
Part J., Based - ~pon the pupil's questionnaires. · 
The -A-pupils report participatton in school 
activities, amusements, and music more- r·requen~ly 
than do the F-pupi~s. 
Class offices are practi~ahly monopolized by 
the A-pupils, , with Multiple-A pupils holding the 
larger part of them. 
While the percents of A~pupils and of F-pupils 
who participate in different activities vary, those 
pupils who actually part-icipate in .a given activity~ 
say dancing, report approximately equal amounts o·f time 
spent upon that activity. In the case of ciaricing, th~ 
--
time spent was reported as three and one-half hours 
p~r v1eek 
·The economic status of the family from which 
the pupil comes, undoubtedly affects his participation ' 
in activitie~, especially music; 
I .. / 
SUMMARY OF CHAPTER III, continued: 
.. 
Part 2, Based upon the parent's questiorµiairas. 
. ') 
Parents of A-pupils . report slightly greater 
amounts of time spent upon l ,essons at home. 
·Home o:r Farm duties are reported. more fre-
quently by the parents o:r F-pupil.s, although the 
· amounts ,. of time actually g4>ven to; these d'-1:ties by the 
pupils or -both groups, who do work, tend to• be equal; 
For example, 75% of the F-pupils, and 65% of the 
A-pupils have home or farm dities, ·but the median 
amount of time r~ported in each group is 1.8 hours 
per day. 
Work for· pay, at hoi;ne·, is reported: by about 
9% of the parents in each group~ · 
Work for pay, away from home, is reported 
. by the parents of 34% of the F-pupils and by 15% . of 
the parents of A-pupils. 
Participation in parti.E~sh and dances is re-
po;rtea: by the parents of 49% of the A-pupils, and by 
the parents of 35% / o,f the F-pup~ls. Participants, in 
both groups, reported about 3 1/2 hours per week 




The third section of the' pupil's question-
naire deals with his study habits. The returns from · 
this part of the questionnaire are tabulated and 
·summar:tz'ea: in the following chapter .. . 
Table XXIII 39 
DO. PARENTS MAKE. YOU _ STUDY? 
GOO ftp Uultiple-A one-A One-F Turultiple-F 
Answer NUrriber-, of cases 
Yes 50 . 102 82 38 
No 74 93 . 47 20 
I 
Blank 5 7 7 5 · 
Totals 129 202 136 6:3 
THE ABOVE DATA, BY PERCENTS 
Answer Multiple-A One-A One-F Multi:gle-F 
Yes 38~6 50;5 60.4 60.3 
Noj 57:6: 4.5.7 34.5 ·, 31.8 
Blank 2.2' 2.5 5.1 1~2 
It appears$from the above data, that the· 
parents o~f F-pupils are mo.re inclined to make their· 
children study at home~ , In many cases where A-pupils 
answered this question "No·", they qualified it with 
the statement, " I study without t~em making me do it". 
This type · of answer may furnish the key to the_ situation. 
It may be that the parents take a hand; only when there 
is some dangrr of th~ir children failing. The parents 
of these pupils are busy peo-ple, who .. ,, as long 'as thin~s 
go· smoothly, pay -little attention to school affairs~ 
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Table, XXIV 
DO PARENTS HRf.l) YOU WITH YOUR. DIFF'ICULTIES? 
Number of cases 
Answer Multinle-A On-e-A One-F Mul tiule-F_ 
Yes 80 120 83 37 
No 44 74 42 23 
Blank 4 7 2 2 
THE ABOVE DATA __ , BY PERCENTS 
Answer Multinle-A . One-A One-F Multinle-F 
Yes 62.6 59.7 62.0 58.8 
No 34.3 36.8. 31.3 36.3 
Blank 2!1 ":) ! t:) 6!7 4.7 
. From the above data, it appears that there 
is not much difference in the matter of parent's 
willinr_,ness to help the pupils v1i th their difficulties; 
In many cases the answer•s indicated limitations 
to the parent's ability ta help the pupil in certain 
high school subjects; Data on the extent of the 
parent's education would be interesting at this point 
if they were available. The questionnaire was really 
too long without this additional item. 
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.Table ~. 
HAVE YOU READ WHIPPLE 1 S BOOK 'iHOW TO STUDY EFFECTIVELY"? -- -- -- --' - - ---~...-. ---------- .·· ... ... - - -- - .• .... ' 
Number of cases J 
Answer Mul ti:gle-A One-A One-F Multinle-F 
Yes 80 .- 115 53 32 
No 48 ' 79 . 79 27 
Blank 1 6, 2 ·4 Totals 129 200 135 . 63 
THE ABOVE DATA, BY PERCENTS 
Multi:gle-A One-A One-F :Mul ti:gle-F 
Yes 62~0 57~5 39~2 
-\ 
50.9 
No 37~3 39.5 _ 58.6 42.8' 
Blank 0~7 2.0 212 6~2 
One hundred copies of this .book were in the 
school library. Some teachers used a few periods to; 
explain the book to their pupils. The above data sho,w 
some contrast between the two. groups 1 indicating great-
er use of the book on the part of the: better pupils. 
' 4c1oser examination of the ' returns shows that 
there is quite a contrast between the number in each 
grade who ha\Tie read this book. See the tabl.e belo;w; 
Table XXVI 
PERCENT WHO HAVE. USED_ WHIPPLE'q_ BOOK, BY CLASSES 
.Ql.slss Multinle-A One-A One-F · Mul ti:gle·-F Avera5e 
12th Grade 81.0 84.l ·75.o ioo. 82~8. 
11th " B3.3 70.0 56.0 60 .. 68.6 10th II 40.6 21~2 33.3 52.1 34.7 
2th " 4Z~2 48;o 21.6 40·.1 4ll!O 
Ave~age 62.0 57.5 39~2 50.8 
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Table XXV'II 
NUM.BER OF OTHER CHILDREN AT H01IE:-
Group Multivle-A One-A One-F ) Multiple-F 
Number Percents 
Uone 18~1 15.5 
( 15.4 14.8 
l • • • 29.l • • 26.S: • 24.3 • • 25~9 2 30.7 2l.5 28.4 24.o 
3 • • • 11.0 • ~ 16:~6 • 10~5 • • 16.6 4 - 4.7 5.9 6.5 5.5 
5 to 2 21!1 8~0 12.8 11~1 
Blanks 1•5% 7.5% 9.7% 6 6o1-l :. /0 
Number of cases 127 186 123_ 54 
- The above table- is read: Of the Tulul tiple-A 
pupills,. 18.1% reported no other children a t home; 
29.1% reported one other child a t home; 30~7% re-
ported two other children, etc~ Similarly, for the 
One-A pupils, 15. 5% reported . no· other children, etc. 
Arranged in another way, the above data s.hovr . 
a little more contrast between the scbolarship groups~ · 
o· 
Nmnber Multi:gle-A One-A One ... F Mul ti:gle-F 
None 18.1% 15.5% 15.4% 14.8% 
One or more Bl.9 ' 84.5 - 84~6 85.2 
Two· or more 49.5 52.0 59.2 57.2 
Three or more 18.8 ·30.5 r 30.8 33~2 
Four or more 7.8 i3;9 20~3 16;6 
Five or more 2~1 ' 8~0 12~8 ll.l 
The abov·e table is read: Of the Multiple-A. 
pupils, 18.1% report no other children at home; 81~9% 
report one or more children; 49.5% report two or more, ) 
and so- on through the other numbers of children up to) 
nine. Similarly, for the One-A/upils~ 15.5% report 
no other children at home; 84. 510 report one or' more 
children etc; · 
'~ . 
While there is not much difference·, the last 
two· tabies show a slight tendency fo·r the A-pupils to 
J 
come ··:rrom smaller, ·and the F-pupils from · 1a:r?ge:r;, families~ 
The ability ~ o-fpupil to study at home depends, to some 
. extent., at least, upon , the other child.ren there. The 
next table deals with conditions of home study: 
· T'able XXWIII 
HOME STUDY CONDITIONS _ 
Mul tipie-A_ One-A One-F, 
Condition Number of cases 
Alone in room 41 
Quiet place 75 
Desk or ·table 84 
Others in room 53 
Noisy place 3 
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The above table is read: Forty-one Multiple-A 
pupils, or· 31.8%~ reported that they studied alone in 
the room; seventy-five or 58~1% reported a quiet place 
to study• etc. Similarly, Fifty•two One-A pupils~ or 
· 26%, reported that they studied alone in the room; one 
hundred twenty-one, or· fi0.5% reported a quiet place etc~ 
When two contradictory conditions were reported. 
on the same questionnaire, for example, both a quiet and 
a· noisy place to study, only . the mo·re fav~orable condi tio:n 
was_ taken into consideration; There was no way of 
weighting these ·contradictory a~_swers. 
·Fewer of the F-pupils reported a quiet place 
to study. Fewer' of the F-pupils rep<?rted the use of a 
study desk or table. 1fore of the F;_pupils reported a 
noisy place to study • . Aparently _the other, people in 
the room are ,not noisy, because the A-pupils· reported 
other pe_ople in the . room more frequently than did the · 
F-pupils~1 In some cases, other peo,ple in the room, 
might mean :f:,hat they were helping the pupil with his 
studies; 
Stnill!ARY OF CHAPTER IV! 
Sixty percent of the F-pupils and 39% of the 
A-pupils report that their parents make them s~udy -· 
at home. 
Sixty-two percent of the A-pupils and 59% of 
the F-pupils reported that their parents, as far as 
they were abme, -helped them with their difficulties._ 
Sixty-t.vro percent of the A-pu;Pils and 51% of 
the F-pupils reported that they had read Whipple's 
book, "How to Study Effectiv~ly". Reading this book 
was found to be about twice as common among the 11th and 
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12th grade pupil.a as among pupils of the 9th and 10th 
grades. Eighty-two percent of the fo:rmer and 43% of 
the latter repo~ted reading this book; 
The A-pupils tend to; come from smaller, and 
the F-pupils from larger families. - · 
A quiet place to study was reported by 58'% 
of the- A-pupils and by 46% of the F-p~pils~ 
A noisy place to study was reported by ·2.3% 
of the A-pupils and by 17.4% -of the F-pupils; 
A study table or desk was reported by 65%, 
· of the · ~-pupils and by 57% of the JF-pupils. 
·Studying without a -desk or table was report-
' ed by about 14% of ,each group. 
Studying alone in a room is reported by 32% 
of the A-pupi~s and by 40% of ·the F-pupils~ 
Studying with others -in the 'room ·was repor:ted 
by 4i% of the A-pupils and by 30% oi the -F-pupils; 
. .. ···,· 
Chapter V 
HEALTH 
The fourth and last section of the pupil's 
' questionnaire deals with his health. The: r.-etums 
. f~om this part o·f the questionnaire :are tabulated 
and summarized · in the following -·· chapter~ 
Table XXIX 
NUMBER: REPORTING VISUAL IRRE_GULARITIES, 
Number of case·s 





















3 · 2 
4JL 28 




THE ABOVE_ DATA, BY PERCENTS 
Multi:gle-A One-A One-F 
TIRED EYES 
Yes 1.8. 6 19.5 33.3 No 79.8 79;0 65.0 
Blank ' 1.6 1.5 1.6 
HEADACHE 
Yes 15.5 20.5 20.7 
No. 83.7 87.5 · 77~7 
.Blank o.8 2.0 1.6 
· SEE BLACKBOARD 
Yea - 90.6 95.5 91.0 
No 6.~ 2.5 4.4 




















Eye strain seems . to be .more common- amo~g the 
F-pupils. Headache is reported by about 15% in 
each group. ·About 9f)% in each group report ability 
to see the blackboard. 
Difficulty in seeing the blackboard is reported 














Number of cases 
Multiple-A One-A One-F 
22 19· 
9 11 . 3 
' THE ABOV.ii: DATA -- ---' BY PERCENTS 
Multiple-A One-A One-F 
17'.6 . 16.9 14.6 
612 5~4 2.2 
Multiple-A 
14 






The above data show some difference· between the 
. ( 
extreme groups • . The Multiple-F group shows~ higher per-
centage fitted for,and wearing glasses • . The table beloiw 
shows some interesting .contrasts when these same pupils 
·are grouped accordiilg , the the grade they are ·in. 
Grade 9th 10th llth 12th 
Fitted for 
Glasses l.8.7% :is.a% 14.0% 15. 7% 
Wearing 
4.o% 5.5% 6.0% 8.0% Glasses 
The younger adolescent group, 9th grade, has 
the largest percent fitted for, and the smallest percent 
wearing them. Thia may indicate'\ be,tte:i:> _attention to, the 
eyes in recent years, or it may be due to the greater 
restlessness of the younger, adolescent. 
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Table XXXI 
PERCENT OF BOYS TAKING MILITARY TRAINING 
. '· 
Multiple-A One-A. <)ne-F MuJtipJe-F Av·erage 
Percent 64.l 51.9 55.0 47.9 54.l 
Number Total 
of cases 22 12 80 44 242 
Table XXXII 
PERCENT OF GIRLS_ TAKING PHYSICAL TRAINING 
; 
Multi:gle-A One-A One-F Multi:gle-F .Average 
Percent 59.3 57.5 65.5 68.7 60.3 
Number 
of cases 21 120 C)8 16 285 
·Two, tendencies are noticed in the above tables. 
As the quality of scholarship decline·s, there aue fewer 
boys taking military training, but more girls taking 
physical training. Interest may be a factor~ Military 
training is generally disl_1kedl, while :girl's physical 
training seems to be popular·. The latter· incl':lde-s in-
door baseball, fo·lk dancing, aesthetic dancing, -etc. , 
Excuses from -gitr1's physical training_ are 
more common among the A-pupils, ___ as sho,wn belo.w. 
Table XXXIII 
PERCENT_ OF GIRLS. EXCUSED FROM: PHYSICAL TRAINING 
Multiple-A One-A Gne-F Ilultiple-F Average 
Percent 13.l 15.0 10.3 6.2 - 12.9 
Number Total 
Q·f cases 91 120 58 16 ' .-285 
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Table XXXIV . . 
PERCENT OF ALL PUPILS TAKING PHYSICAL OR MILIIRARY TRAINING 
Multiple-A One-A one-F Mul tiple-F· Average 
-
Percent 60~7 55.2 59.4 53.3 57.4 
Mumber Total 
of cases 130 199 138 . 60. 527 
In this table . the tendency o·f' the A-boys to; 
tal~e mill tary training i ,s balanced by the same tendency 
on the part of the F-girls to take physical training~ 
This balancing process tends to smooth over 
real differences· which are shown in the tables on page 48. 
These data can be arranged to: show the relative 
numbers of boys and of girls in the various scholarship 
groups. This has been done in'the table below~ 
Table XXX!f 
PERCENT OF BOYS_ AND_ UF GIRLS. IN SCHOLARSHIP ,GROUPS 
MyJ:tinle-A One-A One-F Multinle-F Totals 
Girls 10.0 60.3 42.0 26.6 54.1 
Boie 20.0 22.:z CJB.o 13.4 4512 
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Table XXXV'I 
WEEKS SPENT AWAY FROM PHOENIX LAST SUMMER 
Number of cases 
Weeks Multi:gle~A One-A 0Re-F .. Multi:gle-F 
15 5 7 12 4 Practically 
14 1 l. 0 0 all summer 
. 13 0 1 0 0 away 
12 9 19 15 3 
11 0 0 .o 0 Three 
10 i.,. 6 3 0 ' moriths 
9 1 2 0 0 away 
8 4 7 3 2 
, 7 3 . 0 4 0 Two, 
6 2 4 6 4 months 
5 3 4 l 0 away _ 
4 9 9 11 3 
3 10 13 3 3 . One 
2 15 ' 26 14 4 month 
l 5 15 4 . 2 away 
None 54 93 56 31 All summer 
in Phoeni~ 
Total 
Totals 125 207 132 56 520 
THE ABOVE DATA BY PERCENTS 
We el~~ Multinle-A One-A One-F Multi:gle-F 
Practically 
13 to 15 4.8 4. 3· 9.0 7.1 all summer _a1f.aY.. _ _ _ 
Three 
9 to ·12 11.5 13.0 13.6 5.3 months 
_ _aJJ.aX, _ _;. 
Tvm 
5 to 8' ' 9.6 7.2 10.6 10.7 months 
:_a'!J_a:J_ - · __ 
21.4 
On~ 
1 to 4 31.5 30.4 . 24.2 month 
-.. _aJ!.a;J._ _ .:_ 
All summer 
None 4:2.5 44.2 42,A 551:2 in Phoerii~ 
The .above table is read: Qf, the Multiple-A 
pupils, 4.8% were away ·from i'.Jhoenix from thirteen to , 
fifteen weeks; 11.5% were away nine to twelve weeks; 
9. 6% were away five to eight weeks, etc. . Similarly,. . 
4. 3/b of the One-A pupils were away 13 to 15 wee~, etc~ 
/ 
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Few people remain in Phoenix during the summer 
as a matter of choice. It is entirely too hot there. 
Getting away from Phoenix for a part of the hot season 
is something oi an economic matter·. Nearly everyone, 
who can manage· it at all~ goes . away to a - cooler pla~e 
for a part of the summer. 
1In the last table, it is shown -that the 
F-pupils have a higher percentage in the groy.p which 
spends practically all of the summer away from Phoenix. 
More of the, F-pupils also spend all of the $ummer in 
Phoenix. This suggests two separate groups, of_ wmclely 
a.ifferent economic status, among the F-pupils. To· a 
certain extent the same is true of_ the A-pupils, but 
the contrast is greater between the extreme economic 
limits of the F-pupils. These F-pupils, apparently,. . 
include a larger percentage,. (7.1%), who . are rich 
enough to · spend all summer in; a cooler place, together-
wi th a larger percentage, ( 55. 3%), ~1ho must stay all 
summer in Phoenix. 
Other data in this study suggest that the _ 
F-pupila come from the econo~ic extremes of the popula-
tion, while the A-pupils tend to come from homes of 
more average economic ·status. 
Within the F-group itself, however, there ' 
seems to ,be a tendency for its members to come from 
the lower, rather than the upper, economic '.~xtreme· . 
· These data do not suppo~n the theory that . 
\ staying. in Phoenix during the summer accounts -for a 
/ < 
pupil doing ~aillng work during the Fall semester~ 
The A-pupils and the F-pupils ·are too evenly mat.ched 
. in this matter of summer residence in ·Phoenix. 
If the hot summer season -'is really a factor, 
its effects v;~uld be noticeable when the Phoenix 
pupilsr· are tested by standardized achievement tests. 
In both the Stanford Achievement Test and the I 0wa 
Entrance Examination for 12th grade pupils, the 
,· 
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Phoenix norms compared very favorably with the averages 




Table XXXVII · 
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF DISTANCES FROM SCHOOL 
·CITY. 
Blocks Multlple-A One~A One-F Multiple-.F Totai 
l to 2.9 4 8 4 
3 " 5;9 8 10 8 
6 " 9.9 16 24 -24 10 . II '12.9 20 : 20 9 
13 II 15·.9 14. 13 11 
·16 . . II , 18~9 I 4 .16. 13 
19 ff 21.9 11 11 3 
22 " 24e.9 4_ 4 8' 25 or over 9 · 11 11 
Totals . 90 117 91 





































FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF DISTANCES .. FROM. SCHOOL 
COUNTRY: 
Miles Multinle-A - One-A One-F Multiple-F Total · 
l 2 2 , 5 l ·10 
2 7 5 l 3 16 
3 11 20 7 8 46 
4 5 10 -6 6 27 
5 8 11 4 ·1 24 
6 5 7 4 4 20 
7 :L 6 8 · ]. 16 
8 . : 2 8 1 0 11 
9 3 3 l 0 7 
10 or over 1 5 8 2 ;16 
~o.tals 49.[ 77 45 26 193 
Measures ,of central tendency 
Q-1 Median Mean -Q-3 
A-pupils 3.3 4.6 4.8 6.0 
F-Pupils 3. 3 . 4.0 4.5 6.0 
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The data .in the last. two! tables show no 
considerable contrast between the two groups. In-
dr1rectly 11 they s~ow the distribution between _city and 
- , 
- country, as shown below. 
Table XXXIX 







The pupils included in this study come from 
·· the city and from the country in the ratio of about 
two to one. A slightly larger percent of the -A-pupils 
come from .the city, while a noticeably larger percent 
of --the F-pupils come from the co_untry; -
Table xr..· 
MEANS OF GETTING_ TOSCHBOL 
City 
Number of cases 
Multiule-A One-A One-F Multi:gle-F Total 
Walldng 47 80 ' 57 16 200 
._ Street car· 8 12 12 l 33 Auto · 24 18 - 8 6 56 
Bic~cl-e '5 '1.- 14 11 2:l Totals 84 117 91 34 326 
_THE ABOVE_ DATA, .. BY-PERCENTS 
Multiple-A One-A One-F Multi:gle.;.F Total 
Walking 55.9 68.3 62.6 47.0 61.3 
Street ca~ 9.5 10.2 13.1 2.9 10.1 
Auto· 28.6 15.3 8.7 17.6 17.1 
Bic~cle 6 1 0 - 5.2 15.2 22.2 ll.3 
I . 
Table XLI 
MEANS UF_ GETTING rro SCHOOL. 
Country 
Number of cases 
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Multiple-A One-A One-F Multiple-F Totals 
Walking 6 















































MEANS OF GET'rING TO SCHOOL 
Both city and country 
Nl.lmber of cases 
Multiple-A One-A One-F Multiple-F 
Walking 53 82 58 17 
Street car 18 29 1-5 7 
Auto: 49 35 35 19 
Bicicle 2 16 21 16 
Totals 129 194 135 59 
UIE ABOVE DATA.~ BY PERCENTS 
Multiple-A One-A One.:.F Multi:gle-A 
Wallting4 40.l 42.4 42.9 .. 28.8 
Street car' 14.o 14.9 11.1 11.8 
Auto - 38.0 18.0 25.9 32.2 
















Table · XLIII 
DAYS MISSED THIS YEAR on ACOOU1TT . OF SICKNESS 
All A.:...Pu-pils All F-:Pu12ils 
Days missed Cases :Per Cent Per Cent Oases 
None 88 27. 54a 22.6% . 40 I 
One to Five . 140 . 43.8 . 40t.l . '71 
Six to Ten 48 . 15.0 • 20.3 . 36 . 
Over Ten 43 . 13.4 . 16.9 • . 30 
Totals 319 . . .17'7 
The A~Pupils have a larger per cent of their 
', 
number in the more cle.sirable first ana. sec.o.nd groups, 
and likewi.se, fewer .in .. the less desirable third and 
-fourth groups. This becomes more evident when they 




Less than six days &. '71. 41~ 62.7% 
More than six .da;rs 28.4% $'7. 3% 
If alrnence clue to sickness is a real factor 
j_n cletermining thf; ... qua.l.ity of work clone in school, one 
would expect to fincl mo1"e absences · among those pupils 
who failed .in more than one subject, and correspond.ing-
ly fewer absences among those pupils who malie a grad.e 
of A in more than one su.bject • . In the following table 
the above data are arrangecl in such a way as to con-
trast .the four scholarship groups in regard to 'number 





DAYS MI~SED THIS. YEAR ON_ ACCOUNT OF SICKNESS 
", 
Days Number of cases , _ .r 
~Jrissed Multi:gle-A One-A One-F Multi:gle-F Totals · 
None 34 54 28 12 128 
1 to 5 66 74 . 51 20 211 
6 to 10 15. 33 28 8 84 
Ove·r 10 12 :21 18 12 72 
Totals 127 192 125 52 ,496 
THE ABOV.h: DATA BY P.l!:RCENTS 
Days 
Missed Multi12le-A One-A One-F Multi:gle-F Totals 
Nome 26.7 22.9 22,.4 23.0 25.8 
l to 5 52.0 38.5 40.8 38~0 42.5 
6 to 10 11.8 17.1 22.4 16.o 16.9 
Over 10 9.2 16.1 JA!t4 22.0 JA.1 
Grouping together those pupils in all 
scholarship groups who were -absent less than six days 
and comparing them with those who were absent more than _, . 
six days~ we have the following: 
Days 
Missed . Mul ti:gle-A ·One-A One-F Mui tibl~-F · . Totals 
Less than six 78. 7 61. 3' 63. 2 





Whether good attendance is an impo;rtant factor 
) 
·or not, the A-pupils have a noticeably better record. 
in this respect than the F-pupils: 
./ 
<) SUiv1MARY· OF CH...4J?TER V 
VISION 
Eye strain was reported by 21% of the F• 
Pupils and . by 19% of the A-Pupils • 
. ,Headache· while reading was reported by about 
~fr~ of t~e ,pupils in each · group~ 
Ability .to see the · blackboard without ·dif-
ficulty was reportea. by 9.q% of each group. 
Diff iculty in seeing the blackboard was re-, 
po~ted by ~% of the F-Pupils and by 6% of the A-Pupils. 
Twenty-three per cent of the F-:Pupils have 
been fitted for, and 9_,/5% of them are wearing, glasses. 
Seventeen pe:i;' cent of the A-Pupils have been 
fittea_ for, and ·6.9% of· them are vvearing, glasses. 
Considered by classes~ or grades, the 9th-
grade pupils report the highest per 6e~t (18.7%) fitted 
for, and the lowest per cent ( 4%) , wearing glasses. 
Th~ per· cent actually wearing glasses in-
cre 'ases each year from 4% in the 9th-grade to a% . in 
the 12th-grade. , 
PHYSICAL TRAINING 
Sixty-:four per cent of the -A-boys ana ·· 54% of 




~hysical training was reported byi 6B.1% of 
the _ ~-girls, and b_y 5_9% of the A-girls. 
Excuses from physical training were reported 
-by 13. 9% of the A-:-girls and by _6. 2% of the F-girls. -_ 
Excuses from military_ train_ing reported -by 
boys were -negligi?le, although many are known to have 
such excuses. 
When bo.ys and girl~ are considered toget-her_, 
60% of' 'the ·A-pupils and 517. 4% S' f the F-pupils reported 
that they were taking physical training or military 
trai_ning. 
-These d-ata show, -incidentally, t 'hat the girls 
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. furnish 70% of -the multiple-A pupils and only 26% of the -
I -
multiple-F pupils. The boys furnish 3o<fo of the Multiple-
-A pupils and· 13% of the multiple-F pupils. -
SPENDING TH-E SUMMER IN :PHOEN"IX _ 
The _hot summer climate of Phoenix does not . 
appear to affect the scholarship of pupils who stay 
there, either all summer, or any part of the summer. 
The· facts in this case ar·e opposed ; to popular belief 
.that this is a factor of considerable importance. 
DISTANCE FROM SCHOOL 
The two groups .of p~pils show little differ-
. ence in respect to. mea.ian distance from school, either in 
the city or in the country. The median city distance in 
' each. gro~p is twelve blocks. The median distance in the 
country is four miles in each group~ Incidentally, 
these data show- that the city pupils furnish slightl:\r 
more than their proportion of· the very good pupils, 
while the country pupils ftJ_rnfsh somewhat more than 
their proportion of ; multiple~F pupils. 
:MEANS OF GETTING·· TO SCHOOL 
, $ixty per cent of all t~e · city pupils walk 
to scho.ol. The scholarship groups show little _con-
trast; except ~hat more of the F-grou~ report bi~ycles, 
due to the . larger number of boys in that group. 
About 60% of the countr;)T pupils ' come in 
. ' 
automobiles; about 20% , come in street ·'ca.rs. The schol-
arship groups show no consider~_ble contrasts except 
as to, the number of bicycles used. This again is . ex-. / . : 
plained b~r the larger numbe,r of boys in the failing 
group. 
ABSIDTCE TIUE TO SIC1.'1JESS 
Five day~, or less, missed this year on _ ac-
count of sickness we.eereportea by 79% of the A-Pupils 
and by ~1% of the F-Pupils. 
Six or .more days missed this year on account 
of sickness were reported by 21% of the A-Pupils and 





All- o~f the items of the Parent's question-
naire, except No·. 4, and No. 15, are tabulated and. 
summarized in the following chapter·. 
Item lfo-.4has been discussed on pages 32-36. 
Item No. 15 has been discussed on pages 27-28. 
; \ 








:PAREN"T . DATA 
_  Table XLV 
REL.ATIONSHIP TO THE PUJ?IL 
A-Pu:pils F-Pupils -





Other Relative 3 " 0 
Guardian 2 l 
Totals 135 -:i 55 
THE .A:BOJIB DATA 1 BX PER CENT 
A-:E:u ::Q:i ls . E-Pll;Qn.s 
Parents 94% 94 .• 5% 













In this respect the two gro'ups "of pupils show 
practically no difference. In 52.1% of ali the cases 
the Mother filled out the questionnaire; the Father, 
in 35. 2% of all the cases. A ·fairly :normal state of 
affairs is shoYm by these . data. They help us , in no 
way· to find out v~hy one group failea. while the other 




PARENT! S CHOICE OF PUPIL'S OCCUPATION 
A-PUPILS F~PUPILS 
Occupation Boys Girls Boys . 
:PROFESSIONAL -
Medicine 3 0 3 
·_,Engineering 8 1 · 11 
Law 4; 0 0 
Teaching. l 35 0 
_All others - 4 6 0 
BUSINESS 
General 2 2 l 
Stenography 0 ;' 9 2 . 
Commercial Art . 2 0 
MAT.ID AL TRADES 
Mechanic. 5 .- 0 4 
Carpenter 2 0 0 
AGRICULTURE 3 0 4 
.. HOME-MAKER 0 2· 0 
t'PU:PIL' S CHOICE'' 6 4 3 
JX)UBTFUL 10 6 2 
BLANK :,5 15 6 
Totals 53 82 36 
THE ABOVE DATA, BY PER CENTS . 
A-:PtJP.ILS 
Occupation Cases 
Professio·nal 52·: . 
Bu:siness 15 
Manual Trades Y'/ 
Agriculture · 3 
Home Maker " 2 
1~Pupil' s Choice n 10 















































(Nurse L · 
54 (189.) 
Amount 
Up to 50 cts. 
Z?O. 51 to $1. 00 
~l. 01 to $1. 50 over $1. 50 
Table XINII 
IUHCH MONEY rER WEEK 
A-Pu-oils 




Lunch carrie a_ from home 1.5 
.Amount 
Up to 50 cts . 
. ~~0.51 to ;~1.00 
$1.0l to $1. 50 
Amol1-nt 
Table XLVIII 

















lfone F/. 8% 21. B% 
u~ to 50 cts. 11.l 7.3 $0. 51 t 0 § l •. _0_0 ______ 2 __ • ___ 9 _____________ 1;----.. 8"----
Amount 
None 
Up to 50 cts. 
$0. 51. to ~?LOO 
Over $1.00 
















The data shown on page 63 suggest addition-
al economic differences between the two groups of pu-
64 
pi ls we are comparing. The F-Pupils seem to have smalj.. 
fer amounts of lunch money, ana. also less for school 
su:pplie s. The a.a ta on lunch money are probably more 
accurate, as this item tends to become fixed and hence 
more easily remembered by the parent when filling out 
the questionnaire. School supplies represent irregu-
le.r items and are more easily forgotten. In this res-
pect, about 20% of each group of parents answered 
this question ·With the phrase nwhatever is needed .. n 
Fewer of the F-Parents reported money for 
the Iviovies, and those who did rer)ort this item quoted 
smaller amounts of money. The same can be said for 
the item, pocket money. 
All of these data point consistently to~ 
economic differences, small, perhaps, yet distinct. E~~n 
-¥&=B the phrase, n carries the lunch from home, n volun-
teered on a few papers, shows that this -practice is 
more common among the F-J?upils. Excellent school 
lunches are served in the school cafeteria on a non-
profit basis. 
Table LI 
J::ER.CENTAGE OF PARENTS OF A AND F-PUPILS 
WHO HAVE VISITED SCHOOL THIS YEAR ----· ~~ ~~-----
Answer A-pupils 
One time l 7. 7 ) 
More than one time· 18.4 
No 60.5 





























14 ... t:; 
Table LI is read: Of the parents of A~pupils 17.7% reported that they had visited school one time; 18.4% teported that they had visited school more than 
once etc. 
Table LII is read: Of the parents of A-pupils 
5.6% reported that they had met all of their pupil's 
teachers this year; 5% reported that they had met 
four teachers, etc. 
Visits to school are reported more frequently 
by the parents of F-pupils. Parents of A-pupils seem 
to be more active in meeting more than one of their 
Child's teachE~rs. 
The above data suggest that the parents of _ 
failing pupils are inclined to come to school to see 
one teacher, probably the one with whom the child is 
failing, a.nd go back home without meeting the child's 
other teachers. Undoubtedly there are reasons for 
this. To the writer, the economic distinctions~found 
ev.eryv1here in this study, are suggestive. The con-
venience of an automobile, number of children, quality 
of clothing, etc. might well have something to do with 
parent's visits to school. 
Y .. ':. • ', ..• 
Table LIII 
OCCUPATIONS OF PARENTS 
Occuuation 
·:PEOFESSIOHAL. 







Banker Insurance · 
Merchant 
Contractor 

















_ Tent ana. Awning 
F.ug-weave r 























































































































The above table is read: Of the _ parents of 
A-pupils, l0.6% reported professional occ~pations; 
15.6% reported business, etc. . , · 
The effectiveness of this part ,of the study 
is reduced by the lar§e number of mothers. who, gav·e 
the answer "housewife -· • The questionnaire did not 
emphasize; sufficiently, the fact that the father·' s 
occupation was wanted, al:though a space for it had 
been provided. It must be kept in mind, however, 
that the que$tionnaire was a lpng one,. and while 
it received courteous attention in most cases, one 
·could hardly expect · the parents to concentrate very 
hard upon it~ · 
The above data may help to explain the many 
economic differences between the two :groups of pupils 
and between their parents~ ,Fewer parents of F-pupils 
are found in the business and profess~onal classifi-
cations, and more in ·· public service, skil+ed ·work,. 
and -agriculture. One interesting exception is the lack 
'>,' 
, . 
of parents of F-pupils in the Manual worlt: classification. 
~ ,;;. 
Table LV 
IN COMES OF . ]ARENT S ' 
Income A-Pupils . 
Less than $1.000 
$1,000 to ~l,199 
1,200 to 1,499 .. 
1,500 to 1,799 
1,800 to 1,999 
2,000 to 2 ·, 499 ' 
·2,500 to 2,999 
3,000 to 3,499 10 
3,500 to 3,999 >4 
4,000 to , 4,999 s .. 
5,000 to '! ,499 8 
7,500 to 9,999 J. l 5 .. -~. ' 10 000 or over . ~ .-;·~ 


















. Total cQ.ses 
46 
141 






Meastires of Central T~ndency 
A-Pupils 






1, 800 . 
2,212 
3,000 . 
The incomes of $5 -;000 and over accotfnt for 
the big difference between the ~iiedian and the. Mean. 
For example, ·the five incomes of -$10 ,000 or over, one 
of which is $25 ,ooo _,~ .• total $79 ,QOO. \ This sum adds 
~~830 .. to the income of each of . the 95 families in the 
list, nAn pupils. ·For our purposes the Median is 
much better for comparing the two groups of families 
from which the students come •.. _.· A difference of $830 
per year, equal to about $69 per month, would mean a 
great deal higher standard of living. 
In quite a n11mbe1" of places, in the course 
of this investigation, the economic superiority of 
the farnilies from which A-pupils come has been sug-
gestea.. '.11he d.at a on page 68 remove all doubt about 
the ex:istence of this economic difference ana. give us 
an aJ)proximate measure of it also. While the incomes 
of the lower 25% of each group tend to be equal, 
there is a difference of $600 betv:een the mea.ian in• · 
comes, and of ~~500 between those at the third. quar-
tile. In this connection, it shoulci be remembered. 
that the A-Pupils ten a. to come from smaller, and the 
F-Pupil::; from larger families, as was founcl when com-
paring the num-oer of children at home (See page 42). 
The number of blank questionnaires may seem 
quite large until we consider that the fmnily income 
is a to-pie vvhich many peoi:lle l~egard as no-one else's 
business. It vms noticeable that many people who 
omi ttecl their income did not omit the taxes which theJi.,. 
paid.. In some quarters it v'.ras thought that the purpose 
of this inquiry was to gather a.ata, v1hich vmulcl be 
use a. in a cam1·rnign for more buildings. To the extent 
that this was true, there would be a tendency for people 
....._ 
to wi thhola information concerning their incomes; ana. 




$ ._10 to 
25 to 
50 to 




500 . to 
600 ,to 
800 to 
1 000 or 
'-
Table ~VI 
TAXES PAID BY P ABENTS 
A-:PUJ2ils 
8 -;;plO .00 3 
24.99 8 
' 49 "99 9 
99~99 11 
199 ~ 99 '16 
;·:_299 .• 99~. 14 
399.-99 9 
499.99 7 
~-- 599. 99 5 
'799.99 6 
















.Total cases reporting 94 3'? 
Blank questionnaires 38 [2_6. 91~) 















15 ( 21. s%) 
As woul~be expected from the -ffifference in 
incomes, the two groups ·of families from which these 
' ~ ( 
students come report marked differences .in taxes paid. 
The rather large difference between the Median and the 
M'.ean in both group.s is due, in the case of the · A-Pupils; 
to the number of high salaries reported, and in the case 
of the F-Pupils to the large· number o-f ·farrners or ranch-
. . 
ers in that group. · The .County ta~es are much higher 
than those in the city, . due in '-part ~o a very ambitious 
County road-·building :program. 
Table LVII 
HOME OWNERSHIP 







69 601 • /0 
30.0 
-F.Al\'IILIES I1IVING IN RENTED PROPERTIES 
.A-Pu1Jils F-:Pupils 
:Per cent reporting "yesn 30.9 
These two items Yrould be ex:pectea. to sup-
plement each other, as they actually do. The two groups 
of families are very rm;_ch alike in this respect. These 
ctata do not help us explain vrhy children from one group 
of homes failed, while others did excellent work. 
Table LIX 
PARENTS REPORTING AUTOMOBILES FOR BUSINESS AND .PLEASURE 
Business car 
:Pleasure car 
l3oth Busine SS ana. ?leasure 
26.?ofo I 
15.5% 
C')f'j 11..d (;, '· • - 70 
F"."Pupils 
32 f"Jcfl e I /0 
10. 9% 
30.9~ 
These data show onlv small differences be-
tween the two groups of fa..rnil.:ies. It is probable that 
differences, if they exist, vrnuld. be shown in the · 
qualit.v of tne cars; rather than in the :-pe1" cents hav-




PARENTS REPORTING THAT PU:PILS HAVE FREE _USE .OF AUTOMo~· 
- . - BILE .· 
Answer A-Pupils F-:Pupils 
Yes 14.7% 16.3% 
No 60.0% 54.5% 
Blank questionnaires .23. 2% 29.0% 
Number of , cas~s 142 55 
Table LXI 
PAREHTS REPORTING THAT PUPILS TAK~ AUT01\!0BILE TO SCHOOL 
Answe:-c A-J?uuils F-Pu:eils 
Yes 13.9% :7 • 11lo 
No 62 '. 5~ 64.3% 
Blank re12orts h 28. 5~1a 23. 6'"'/o 
Number of cases . 144 56 
In the : i tern, nFree Use of Automobile," we 
find no significant contrast between the tvvo groups. 
Taking . the car to school" is noticeably more common 
among the A-Pupils. ·Many of the blank reports were from parents · who have no car. , The theory that free 
use of the automobile, including taking it to 
school, is accompanie a by. poorer scholarship receives 
no su-pport from these data. The average teacher 
observeS' that use, or rather abuse, of an ~ut .omo­
bile around school is quite common among student s of 
low scholarship. These -data, howev~r, throw no t 
·1ight upon t his situation. In many cases the parents 
·do not know the car is being used.. These data come 
from the parents. Perhaps data from other sources, 
sa:l .from the s tudents,· themselves, would give dif- . 
ferent results. · 
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Table LXII 












1.1 e nne s see 
Texas 

























































































































STATES TH.Bl PAREIJTS. CA~JE FROM 
State A-Pu-oils F-Puuils 
Cases Percentages Cases 
New EnHland 2 1.4 1.0 o.o- 0 North ..1entral 8 5.7 6.2 7.4 4 
Southern 28 20.0 22.7 29.6. 15 
Middle West 55 29.3 35.0 24.0 13 
r1fountain 29 20.7 19.1 14.8 8 
Pacific Coast 17 12.1 111-.4 20.4 11 
Foreim 1 01!7 J • 5 :2. :z: 2 
Number of cases 140 1911- 53 
Figures in red. indicate averages for the entire· 
population included in this study, or, the total number 
of families~ 
The families which furnish the A-pupils come 
from the Middle West, Mountain, Southern, and Pacific 
Coast States chiefly, and in the order named. The 
families which furnish the F-pupils come chiefly from 
Southern, Middle Western, Pacific Coast, and Mountain 
States, and in the order named. 
The modal family in the A-group comes from the 
Middle West, where standards of public education are 
relatively high. The modal family in the F-group 
comes from the South, where standards of public 
education are not so high as in the Middle West~ 
On the other hand there is the possibility 
that the f'amily came to Arizona early in the school 
career of the child. In such cases the effects of diff-
erent educational standards would be minimized. 
Table LXIV 
RECOMMENTIATIONSOF PARENTS 
A ·detailed list of these is fo.und. in the ap-
pend.ix, page 85. Only a ; summary of this part of the 
:Parents 1 questionnaire -will be given here. The ten 
i terns in the table below , are arranged in the order of 
l 












Numoer of reports 
Per ,cent of blank: reports 
Suggestions fiom each parent 
reporting 















A larger per cent of the p~rents of F-pupils 
used. this space fo ,r comment, but the parents of A-" 
pupils made more comments per person. , __ Remarkabl~ unity 
of emphasis is found in the. two groups of recommenda-
tions. 
'7 5 
Out of the long list of suggestions which were made only once, for the most part, it is interest-
ing to single out the definite recommendations vvhich were most, often made. These are given below. 
Table L:X:V 
SPJ~CIFI C RECOTul1\i~E:ND.ATION:3 OF ·p AT:ENTS 
Rec omrnende:t ion 
lh1_rnb er of tirnes repor.te d. by 
A-Parents F-Parents Both 
Prov~a.e supervised study 15 
Too much home work 8 
Allov1 ~u.pil to truce five 
. subjects 6 
More strict supervision of 
bo;:,1s ana_ girls when the~y 
are together 5 
Well satisfied 5 
Firmer discipline needed 4 
~i.10 o much :plax in school 4 
Abolish Military Training 4 
Faculty partial to chil-
dren of parents of 
wealth or position 4 
Ho other :recommendation vms 























These data show a higher percentage of the A-Parents recommending, 
8upervisea study 
less home work 
Five subjects for some pupils 
Better moral suuervision 
Less play in so&ool 
The two groups .recommend. the follovling in 
~proportion to their numbers, i. e. ,' roughly two to 
one: 
Firmer discipline 
No Military Training 
Less partiality by teachers 
The A-Parents se em more inclineo, to commend 
the work of the school. 
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-, 
SUMI\llfillY OF CHAPTER FIVE 
. Ninety".""four per cent of the pupils in each 
-' 
group are living with their parents. 
I 
Th~ parents () f each group wish their children 
to enter a professional or business career. About 
.4o% in the former and. about 1_~% in the latter. . Doubt 
as to t hi s matter is expressea more freely by the A-
Parents. . A lar~ er per cent of the F-Parents left this 
choice up to the pupil. 
The F-Parents furnish less money for their 
children" s -,lunch, school supplies ana. for spending money. 
The F~Parents visit the school more frequently, 
but have not met .. as many of their children's teachers 
as have the A-Parents. -, 
Nearly half of the A-Parents and one-third of 
the F..:.Parent s reported occupation as ;nnousewife. n 
Fewer F-P.arents are found in the Business and 
Professional classifications ana_ more of them in Public 
S~rvice, Skilled Work ~nd Agric:ulture. 
The mean· income of A-Parents was reported as 
4R '7 ·253 •ir.J, ' Mea_ian $2, 400, Q-1 $1., 500, and Q-3 $3, 500. 
The mean income reported. by F-Parents was 
~~ 2,212, Median :$1,aoo, Q-1 $ 1,'500, and Q-3 $3·,ooo. , 
SUMMARY OF CHAPTER V, continued 
The mean annual taxes reported by A-Par~nts was 
$275, Iviedian $ 200, Q;-1 $60, and Q-3 $400. · 
1rhe mean annual taxes reported by F'"'.'Parents was 
$160, Me di an $100·, Q-1 $45 '· and Q-3 $ 250. 
Home ovmership was reported in about . 69l% of the 
c'se~ in each group of parerits. 
-·-
Living in rented - proper~_Y was reported. in · .about 
30% of the cases in each group of parents. 
Business cars ~Ne.re :reported in somewhat greater 
numbers by the F-Par:ents, )_)leasure .~ cars in greater 
" measure by the A-P-arents. ; · 
. Cars for both 'business anc1 for pleasure were 
reported. in about 30% of the cases in-each group. 
F-Pupils have free use · of t}le car in slightly 
greater measure than do the A-Pupils, .but the car is 
taken to school by nearly twi<le as large . a i)er cent 
78 
of ·the A-Pupils • . 
:f i' \ 
Parents come from all of the states of the Union 
except thirteen. The modal , familyin . the A-group 
come·s from the middle west, while the modal famil~~· in 
the ·F-grou.p comes from the South. · 
~ Over _ 150 separate recommendations were made by 
the parents in both gr6ups together. Two-thirds of 
these ·were· mentioned only one~ -~ The same topics vvere 
mentioned frequently in both groups. 
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SUMMARY OF CHAPTER V!, continued 11 
The returns on this part of the que'stionnaire 
, I 
denoted a somewhat·c1oser touch with school affairs, as 
( ·' 
. well as more praise- for. the school, on the part of the 




ACHIEVEI\llENT AND INTELLIGENCE SCORES 
The foliowing scores were obtained from the 
unpubl·ished report of a su1~ey of the Phoenix Union 
High SChool, conducted in ,October, 1923, by the 
United States Bureau of Education; 
The persoiiktd. of the survey staff is given 






SUMMARY OF CHAPTER VII 
The median composite score of A-pupils in . ( 
the Stanford Achievement Test was 88; that of the 
median F-pupil was 71. Had these scores been 
availablewvlirrn these Freshmen enrolled for high school 
work, there is no doubt that many of these failures 
might_ hav-e been prevented; 
The T-scores made by Sophomores, Juniors, 
and Seniors indicate wide differences between the 
reading achiewements of the A and of the F-pupils. 
The median failing Senior and Junior have 
the same reading achievement,. which is below that of an 
8th grade pupil on t11e ~t.andard scale; 
. ·fin"/1~.:i 
The _medianA Sopho_more 'a score, 58, is just 
below that of the average 7th grade pupil. 
These facts should have been at hand before 
· rather than after the failure occurred. 
The I;Q. of the median F-pupi1 is betw·een 
92 and 96: as determined by the Otis Self-Administering 
Test of Mental Ability, Form A. The I.Q. of the 
median A-pupil is between 105 and 109. 
The grade classification of a pupil shows no 
difference in his I .Q. ~-- in fact, some of the highest 
ones are found in the Freshman class; 
CONCLUSIONS 
Why dia. these three hundr-·ecf pupils fail? 
1. They were not . as well preparad tp do high school 
'c;vmrk, as shown by comparative scores made in the 
81 
Stanford Achievement Test. Fe·wer of them went to 
~indergarden. More of th~m entered the first grade 
late. The average F~pupil was nine months older, at 
the time these data were gathered, than the aver-
age A-pupil in the ·same grade. 
2. They spent less time · at home on the~r studies, 
more time ·an home or farm duties, ana. more of them 
reported: work, for pay, away from home. 
3/" Time given to activities and amusements does not 
appear .to have been a factor in their failure. 
·. 4. · TheiJ; parents ,did not make them study. They did 
riot read books like Whipple's uHow to Study Effect-
.ively", although there we1~e 100 copies of it in the 
school library. 
5. There were more children at home, and fevrerc 
. . 
oth~r ·conditions favorable to study •. 
60 They reported more ~isual defects which interfere 
with sustained and effective _study. 
?. Spending all, or any part, of the summer in the 
heat at · Phoenix does not appear to have been a --factor ! 
8. -. They lost ._mqre days of school on account of si-clrness. 
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9. They haa. less money for lunch and for school supplies. 
lD. Their parents took less interest in school 
affairs, met fewer of their teachers, etc. 
11. The mean income of the families from wh·ich they 
came ·was ,$2, 212, compare a with $3, 26 3 for the fam-
ilies v1hich furnished. the A-pupils. The median in-
come of · the families of F-pupils was ~~ 1, 800; for 
families of A-pupils, $ 2,400 •. . 
12. The mo a.e of the families which furni she a.. the F-
pupils came from a part of the United States where 
standards of public education are not · high. 
13Q Their achievement in reading, as measured. by the 
Thorndike-~<lcCall Readi~g Scale was that of the 
average ·7th or 8th . grade :pupil. To be .more definite, 
( ' 
the median fai-ling Sophomore had average 7th grade 
acb.i$Vement in reaa.ing. The median failing Senior 
and the median failing Junior, each, had. average 
. . ' ! 
8th grade achievement in reading. The reading 
scores of Freshmen were not available. 
14. Their ability to learn, as measured by the Otis 
Self-Administering T~st of Me.ntal Ability, Form J?. ,· 
was measurable less than the average. and ioer;t-
·. noticeable less than · that of the median A-pupil. 
15. The teacher as a factor in the failure of these 
pupils was not studied.. 
16. ~-- In this study it was found that the girls 
---, 
furnish ·10% of the- multiple-A pupils and. only 
26% of the multiple F ,pupils, while the boys 
furnish 30% of -~he mul tiple~A pupils and. 73% 
.-· of the multiple-F pupils. 
1'7. There seems little d.oubt ·that the number of 
83 
failures ih this 0 school can he greatly reduced by 
measuring the pupil1s' ability before they enroll 
for high school ,work, and then ad.justing their 
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- TABLE LXVI 
Comnlete list of 
,, ~ 
·. RECOMM~TDATIONS OF PARE~TTS 
Recommendations ' 
Number of times reported 
A"'."Parents F-:Pa.rents 
- FACULTY 
'Lack culture and experience 
Some are "time-v:astersn . • 
Call on only ·those pupils who 
raise their hands - -
Use questionable English 
Partial to rich -children 
Should be better paid 
Should be less 'mercenary 
Should grade fairly 
Should get better acquainted 
· wiih their pupils : _ 









• - 2 -
1 
Should be better ada-otea. to sub-
\ . ' . 
2 
l 
. jects they try to-te~ch . • 1 
Character not - alwa~rs satisfactory 1 
, Should have sane _religious 
2 
outlook - • --- -
tSome~imes tardy 
Need better disci-pline 
Assignments are too long • 






Are hard to see • _ . , • 
_ ·Shou·ld make lazy boys work . 3 3 
·· ·---- - _ .: .... .. ---··~--; ..• -· 
Principal is hard to see 
" should be changed 
n lacks _ education 
n n experience 
n tl ; - ' backbone 
Dean of Junior College- allows 
pupils to get _ by with poor 







"Investigate _ and cull out teachers who carouse all 
nigh\\ we .?aye plenty of worthy gi~ls who need the 
work. (F.t - - . 
11 Different music teachers for boys and girls." 1 (F) 
"Competent teachers, not too old; do not keeu the 
same ones yea'!; -after year--make a change." 7F) 
'~Teachers should have respect of pupils-.-" 1 (F) 
nBetter teachers who_ will explain Yvi thout losing 
patience." 2 (F-) -
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. RECQli'.IMENDATIONS OF :PARENTS 
Recommena.ation 
Number of times reported 
A-Parents F-Parents 
AUiiINI STRAT ION 
Needs better Advisor System 1 . 
Abolish uniform dress 1 
Dev~ lop individuality . 1 Develop self-expression 1 Too· much uolitics · 1 
All.ow_ girls in wood.shop 1 Eliminate mid-year promotions 
into the high school • • • . • l Less doubting the word of pupils 1 
Allow five subjects 6 
" Refuse to hire Catholics 1 
lfo compulsory Physical Training l Have fewer assemblies · . l 
Help the Freshmen more i · Teach pemnanshiu to all- · l · Fire incomnetent teachers _) l More vocarmusic ·instruction l 
Don't hold back apt students 
for the morons • ·- •• -"' · • • • 1 Provide a schedule for boys 
who must vmrk • • • • · • • • • 1-
.Provide ·buss-transportation l Prevent so much ste a.ling • • • • • • • • • • 1 , -Have school from 8 ,till 4 . l · Avoid mid-year confusion during enrolllnent 1 Correct current reports concerning morals l Final exams ·- earlier for Seniors • • • • • • 1 Abolish Military TI.'rai.ning • 4 • • • 2 Mili~ary fo~ first .two years only 2 Abolish favoritism in Military l ~ 
SCHOLARSHIP 
Too much home work 
Too little home work 
Library too small_ · 
Too much slang • . • 
Study halls are too -noisy - • More attention to lessons 
Pupils pushed too .hard · . 
:Provide supervisea. study 
Abolish final examinations 
Better preparation for college 
Keep athletics up to standard 
Lengthen p~riods to 60 miil:u t _es 
. Teach hOYf vO stua_y . . "Seems to hit the high places 






















RECOMMENDATIONS OF :PARENTS 
Recommendations 
Number of times reported 
A-:Parents F-Parents 
SCHOLARSHI:P, . Continµe d 
Assignments. too long at times 
Work too heavy at end of term 
Get report cards to parents • . 
J?roof-:-read annual better (my 
bojs ~icture was left out) 
DISCI:PLINE 
Student government 
More courtesy between 
teacher and pupils 
Firm~_r discipline 
Too much ditching. • • < 
Ass$mblies lack order 
Woman assistant to the M. :P. 
Too much loafing earlJ[. and late 
·· aroung lunch· stand · 
Too much play in school, 
MORALS 












Flirting .. during noon hour 1 
Teach ethics 4 
,- Greater modesty at May . Fete 1 . 
. Religious training l 
More uplifting assemblies 1 
Smoking on cmnpus l 
Read Bible i~ school l 
Girls-too - snobbish l 
Drinking among boys 1 
Stricter supervision of bpys 
and girls when together · 5 
Girls are too bold l 
Girls are immoral 1 
-Teach higher ideals 1 
ACTIVITIES 
Too much athletics · 
Too little athletics 
Too many sports. 
Too much dancing 
Curtail activities reasonably 
. Football players spend too many 
. hours on the field 
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RECOMMENDATIONS OF :PAREHTS 
Recontrnendations 
Numl;er of times reported 
A-Farents F-Farents 
. AC.TIVITIES ,' continued 
· Too little music • . 
Too little school spirit 
Too little oratory • 
Too .few social activities ~ 
Too few lite~ary ~~cieties 
HEALTH -
Tint the - ~hite buildings 
School Doctor or Nurse 
Co~te<?ti_ve _G~nnastics 
~.~· Swimming pOQJ." 
No physical training during 
. hot weather . • . -
... Awnings . for west windows . 
Longer lunch period 
Inter-class athletics · ::~ 
Serve wholesome lunches 
Sanitary basement conditions Eliminate so much climbing 





more art courses 
MILITARY 
Abolish it 





















"Entirely .uncalled for~, · e.xpensi ve 
and abominable institution" 
;;Teaclfef? ;ytl-g.rder, . not love" • • 
. The ~iudents get disgusted with 
and get to di-sliking school 
account of ft" 
COMMENDATION 
Faculty willing to 
Well satisfied · 









·No "_fault -to find 
Great 6pportunity 
. who is willing 
for the pupil · . 
to work i · 
. 
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